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Antis Inu is a community driven memecoin that launched on the BEP-20 network
December 28, 2021. Antis Inu is the first memecoin to combine utility, great leadership,
and a strong community in one place. Unlike our competitors, Antis Inu will not struggle
to find utility and lose the competitive edge once he makes it to the top. Antis Inu will
show the world what happens when a memecoin is built on a strong foundation of
holders, leaders, and utility alike.

Nearly one century ago, a dog named Antis became a world famous service animal in
World War II. When his advanced radar system detected a threat to the digital universe,
Antis was revived as a community driven memecoin to make our blockchains safe again!
Antis recognizes most memecoins offer zero utility to their loyal holders. Known as the
dog of war, Antis will set the standard for memecoins and force his competitors to take
care of their holders, or lose them to the Antis Army.

ABSTRACT
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A memecoin is typically defined as a community driven token launched on the ERC-20
blockchain or BEP-20 blockchain. Various other blockchains exist, but the Ethereum
network and the Binance network exist as the most popular. Outside of the technical
details, memecoins are presented with a dog logo and a name to match it.

Memecoins have become the most popular form of crypto for users that are new to the
space. Doge and Shiba Inu would be the most well-known on this list. The hype that
pushes memecoins to marketcaps beyond billions of dollars is the most powerful network
effect the world has ever seen. Holders that got in early on projects may find themselves
sitting on millions of dollars in a very short time. The issue begins when holders begin to
realize hype only drives them to the edge of a cliff. The true problems start when the
developers leave it to their holders to bridge themselves to the otherside while leaving the
project. Memecoins would serve a much greater purpose if they built tangible utility on
their way to the top.

WHAT IS A MEMECOIN?
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The true inspiration for Antis Inu is the result of trading worthless memecoins. Why are
tokens that offer zero utility making their way to marketcaps well beyond billions of
dollars? The better question may be why do their developers attempt to implement utility
at the very top? These developers do a poor job in creating a project with tangible value
and allow hype to carry their memecoin much further than it should ever be valued.
Antis Inu is here to change that forever.

Antis Inu has been given the nickname, “The Shiba Killer”. Antis was given this nickname
because Shiba will be the first memecoin our army goes to war with. Antis will not allow
hype alone to drive the value of our project. Shiba Inu called themselves, “The Doge
Killer”. Dogecoin is a mineable coin on their very own blockchain. From the very start
Antis will prove to be the Shiba Inu Killer. Antis will is using development funds provided
from trading volume to purchase commercial Dogecoin miners and create true value for
our holders. Ultimately, Antis Inu will funnel the memecoin hype into a tangible long term
project with a sustainable ecosystem.

Near the end of World War II, the Shiba Inu species nearly went extinct as a result of
bombing raids. Today, Shiba Inu is best known as a token that has grown to become a
multi-billion dollar memecoin. Antis Inu is here to steal their spotlight and finish what he
started back during World War II. Antis was a world famous dog that joined his master for
air raids against enemy targets during World War II. Antis has been revived and now
leads these raids on the blockchain and make our digital world safe from incompetent
developers.

INSPIRATION FOR ANTIS INU
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Antis Inu strives to set a new standard for development and leadership in the world of
memecoins while creating tangible value and longevity in a space that is solely reliant on
the network effect.

Antis Inu is one of the first memecoins to offer true utility. Using the development tax
collected on every transaction, Antis will be purchasing mining rigs and mining Dogecoin
or any other coin that the Antis Inu army commands. The coins mined will be rewarded to
holders on a first of its kind staking platform. The developers of Antis understand the
long-term effects of staking for token rewards. This form of staking only helps the major
holders and gives them more tokens to affect the stability of a project. This is why Antis
has chosen to purchase mining rigs and offer rewards of the coins being mined. A
portion of the coins mined will also be sold and used to promote long term stability in the
form of buybacks. Holders will move up in tiers the longer they stake their tokens. The
higher the tier, the more miners a holder will have contributing to their rewards. As the
Antis Inu community grows, and more miners are put online, the project becomes
increasingly backed by true value.

Our developers have formed a special team to create utilities that fuel the exposure of
Antis Inu. This team operates under “Antis Studios”. Antis studios will launch applications
that solve many issues in the crypto space along with games that users can have fun
using. 

The first application being developed under Antis Studios will prevent scams in the
communication channels of crypto. This given application, “Cryptogram”, will be an
application for crypto projects (tokens,coins), crypto exchanges, crypto applications and
crypto experts. Cryptogram will be the safest application to avoid fake groups and scams
due to requirements for group creation set by the moderation team. Cryptogram will be
the most efficient group to relay information to crypto holders and enthusiasts alike.
Additionally, Cryptogram will come with all the tools necessary for tokens and coins to
operate without the additional need for bots. Users that want to create a group with
Cryptogram will be required to fill out an application. Once the application is approved,
their group will be created and they will have admin access. If they want to fast track the
application, they will need to pay a fee for the application using Antis tokens. These
tokens will be burned in benefit of the community. 

UTILITY

ANTIS INU OBJECTIVES
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Antis Inu will be community driven under the leadership of his founders. The Antis army 
will act as the best marketing strategy and grow our community each and every day. The 
community will offer our project graphics, marketing strategies, web3 developers, and 
ultimately an ecosystem that will flourish. Without the community, the Antis army will fall. 
The Antis Inu army will be the first army at war with the two biggest memecoins. Unlike 
Shiba Inu and Dogecoin, our leaders will stay for every battle we encounter. 

COMMUNITY
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The Antis Inu Army will be given a major responsibility in the development of all
applications and the expansion of the mining farm. Antis Inu will be launching a custom
governance platform for holders to submit proposals and decide on major application
features. Along with this, holders will be able to vote on proposals to decide which
additional cryptos we should mine.



The Shiba Inu airdrop is a first of its kind marketing tactic intended to offer all Shiba Inu
holders a one-way ticket to memecoin utility. We have Airdropped each holder one
individual Antis Inu token, thus encouraging them to join our community. Furthermore,
this has allowed us to launch with one million holders.

SHIBA INU AIRDROP
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Name 
Antis Inu 
Supply 
Decimals

Antis Inu
Antis 
50,000,000,000 
9

The tokenomics of Antis Inu were created with project longevity in mind. The founders of
Antis Inu recognize that their project will grow beyond the limits of Pancakeswap. The
founders also recognize the requirements presented by major centralized exchanges. For
this reason a deflationary tax protocol was implemented, and the contract ownership will
not be renounced until all requirements have been fulfilled.

BASIC INFO

TOKENOMICS
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Tax at 5 Million 
Marketcap: 6%

Tax at 50 Million 
Marketcap: 4%

Tax on Launch: 10% 
Tax at 500k Marketcap: 8%
Tax at 5 Million Marketcap: 6% 
Tax at 50 Million Marketcap: 4% 
Tax at 500 Million Marktecap: 2% 
Tax at 1 Billion Marketcap: 0% 

Tax at 500k 
Marketcap: 8%

We are the first Token to have a deflationary tax that is systematically aligned to provide
necessary project funding while permitting future exchange listings. With the limited
supply of 50 billion tokens, Antis will truly be capable of eating every zero in its path. Antis
Inu will have a 10% tax on every buy and sell upon launch. However, our founders
recognize this is not a long term solution for project funding and they have created the
following deflationary tax system: 

Tax on 
Launch: 10% 
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TAXONOMICS

Tax at 500 Million 
Marktecap: 2%



Website V1 Launch
 Pawpaper V1 Launch 
1+ Million Holders
Diamond Hand Presale (Verified)
4000+ Community Members
Listing on Pancakeswap
(December28, 2021)
 Coingecko & Coinmarketcap
Listings International Channels 

Purchase Additional Mining Rigs
 Initiate Development by Governance
Voting
 Cryptogram Beta Launch
 Centralized Exchange Listings
 Expand International Channels
 Targeted Marketing Campaigns
 Additional Staking Tiers
 Expand Marketing Teams
 10,000+ Community Members
 Celebrity Partnerships Expand
 Gaming Development Team

Bridge to Ethereum Network

Centralized Exchange Listings
 Website V2 Launch
 Pawpaper V2 Launch
 Expand Marketing / Development
Teams
 Major Press Releases 
Develop and Launch Antis Inu
Web/Mobile Game
 Purchase Initial Set of Miners
 Develop and Launch Antis Staking
Platform 
Onboard Major Influencers
 Develop and Launch the Governance
Platform
 Antis Inu Merchandise Store Launch
 Initial Development Phase of
Cryptogram 

The following roadmap items reflect the previous accomplishments of Antis and what is
planned for 2022. Additional items will be added to this list as the Antis Inu Army grows
and takes command of their project. 

ROADMAP
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QUARTERS 2-3, 2022

QUARTER 4, 2021

QUARTER 1, 2022



Dextools:  https://www.dextools.io/app/bsc/pair-explorer/0x7814a00b01e3c1
3c98f5ae0d5256ca70eaf0a7ab 

Purchase: https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0xcf64701d4
567172a1de9177c319945589ed81b13

https://antisinu.com

Liquidity Lock: https://app.unicrypt.network/amm/pancake-v2/pair/0x7814a00b01
e3c13c98f5ae0d5256ca70eaf0a7ab 

Contract Address: 0xcf64701d4567172a1de9177c319945589ed81b13

https://twitter.com/InuAntis

https://t.me/antisinuverification 

VERIFIED RESOURCES
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By purchasing Antis Inu Token, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or
investment contract and you agree to hold the team harmless and not liable for any
losses or taxes you may incur. Although Antis Inu is a community driven DeFi Ecosystem
and not a registered digital currency, always make sure that you are in compliance with
local laws and regulations before you make any purchase. Cryptocurrencies are not legal
tender and are not investments.
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DISCLAIMER


